Student Development Assessment Group Agenda

Tuesday, March 26, 10:00-11:00

Room SS102L (Special Programs Area)

1. New assessment reporting tool and web pages
   - Top Line: “Method of Instruction” and choices – (Strandbeest video)
     - How is this field useful for us or IR: where is this pulling from?
     - This may be the field to place Program Outcome or SLO
     - Is this a shared assessment
     - Does this connect to other institutional or instructional assessment
   - Important to better connect the assessment plan for the division to this page
   - For “additional info” box, continuation of other outcome, link to other
   - Artifacts box – show responsible person/contact person that is housing data?
   - Could we get a report on how many times the fields were used for the assessment tools used? *ask Angelina

2. Assessment Summit for Spring
   - Discussed pros and cons of having summit for student dev. In April and May; beneficial when we had entire division involved; could we break it into small group dialogue/work
   - Supposed to be having dialogue on assessment results and what improvements we are making as a result, what are our action plans for, important that we do this
   - *Cheryl will draft agendas and send out: also put on calendar; put on student leadership team agenda.

3. Other